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this unhoped for success, hailed in the new reign the sure
promise of a glorious age.
II
In actual fact this restored Byzantine State was but the
pitiful remains of an empire.  The Latins were driven from
Constantinople; but they were still masters of the duchy of
Athens and the principality of Achaia; the Venetians still
held Euboea, Crete, and most of the islands of the Archipe-
lago ; the Genoese occupied Chios and had important colonies
on the coast of Anatolia and on the Black Sea.  Elsewhere,
side by side with the reconstituted Empire of Constantinople,
other Greek States existed which were to be feared as rivals:
the empire of Trebizond in Asia, the despotat of Epirus
in Europe.  And above all, confronting the old Byzantine
Empire,  other  States,  young and vigorous,  made their
appearance on the stage of history and were quite ready to
contend with Byzantium for the hegemony that it had once
possessed. There were the Bulgarians who, in the course of
the thirteenth century, under great sovereigns such as the
three Johannitsas and John As6n, had risen to prominence in
the Balkan peninsula. There were the Serbians who, under
Stefan Nemanja (1151-95) and his immediate successors,
had established themselves as an independent State with its
own national dynasty and its own Church freed from the
authority of the Patriarchate of Constantinople, and who
were to become, in the fourteenth century, the great power
in the Balkans. In Asia there were the Ottoman Turks, who
were daily becoming a greater menace to the territories
which the Greeks still retained in Anatolia.   Thus with
diminished territory, labouring under financial exhaustion
and military weakness, and above all having no longer 'that
moral energy which had so vigorously maintained itself in
the isolation of Nicaea',1 the Byzantine Empire, in spite of
the efforts of several great sovereigns, sank slowly towards
its ruin.  Michael VIII (1261-82), John VI Cantacuzenus
(1347-55), and Manuel II (1391-1425) were alike unable
to arrest the decline. In fact, during the last two centuries of
its existence, there was no longer anything to be found in
1 lorga, op. cit., vol. in, p. 155.

